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keyless start, Bluetooth, Satellite navigation, Digital in-
car audio (DAB), Cruise control, Lane departure
warning, Blind spot warning, Park assistance (Active
Park Assist), Emergency city breaking (Active City
Stop) and Climate control. Satellite navigation is
offered on a variety of Ford cars as standard, including
the new Ford Mondeo Business Editions and Ford Kuga
Titanium X Sport, while Bluetooth connectivity is
available across the entire Ford range and is standard
on the Kuga, Mondeo, S-MAX and the Galaxy models.
Digital in-car audio (DAB) another Ford feature to
appear on the list is also standard on the majority of
Ford vehicles. The 2018 Acura TLX is more than just a
sleek coup dÃ¨s rÃ©sidence. Its a true sports sedan
that drives like a sports sedan. The 2018 TLX is seven
inches longer than the 2017 one, and this extra length
gives the car a more elegant look. The sports car has a
fresh, sporty atmosphere and exudes cool. The 2018
TLX also has a larger engine, more comfort and
efficiency, and a more stylish design. The car also
includes advanced technologies such as the latest
generation of the advanced safety system that
includes the Emergency Alert Response System
(EARS) to reduce the risk of traffic collisions. Falling in
line with its parent company Mercedes-Benzs strategy
of lowering its best-selling model to a cheaper,
compact body style, the 2017 Mercedes-BenzA250
Coupe is a spartan badge engineered version of its
predecessor, the company current compact Coupe. Its
rear end looks similar to the older model, but the front
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end has been updated to add the companies 2014
headlight design. The car has a sinuously sexy hood,
along with its now familiar C-shaped grille. The car
gets a wider body, more wheelbase, the lower roofline
that has been a signature of the C-Class for years. The
car uses more high-tech materials than its
predecessor, including aluminum to strengthen the
body, and its headlamp surrounds are now made of
plastic.
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